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Advanced Custom Numbers
Vijayawada
08662463463


Guntur
08632377777


Ongole
08592234599


Eluru
08812239340
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Ramesh Hospitals is Now
Aster Ramesh Hospitals.
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200+ Fulltime Specialist Consultants


Providing evidence based medicine across 4 districts.
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Key Services
Key Services
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NRI Wing
 Launching a 24X7 healthcare support system for NRI families.
Know more
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Arogya Bhagyam
 One card for your family healthcare needs. Subscribe to Arogya Bhagyam by Aster Ramesh Hospi...
Know more
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Book an Appointment
 Find the best specialty doctor for your health problems, check availability & book an appoin...
Book now
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NRI Wing Launch
At Aster Ramesh Hospitals, we understand the importance of the health and wellbeing of their loved ones while you are away. Launching a 24X7 healthcare support system for NRI families with patient advocacy to NRIs.
This hassle-free support is designed to bring holistic care to NRI families for emergencies and preventive care augmented by patient advocacy support for NRIs in the US to bring real-time, in-depth updates about their families.
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Emergency Care
24/7 Availability
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Outpatient Services
Hassle-free, personalized outpatient (OP) experience
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Inpatient Services
Leveraging technology to bridge the time and distance gap and ensure transparency in care to your loved ones.
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Home Care
Effective management of chronic disease at home, reducing the need for repeated hospital visits.








Know more






About Aster Ramesh Hospitals
35 Glorious years of Dedicated Healthcare
Dr. P. Ramesh Babu, MD, DM, FSCAI, a health care visionary and a renowned cardiologist with a strong passion for bringing quality and affordable holistic care to Andhra Pradesh, founded Ramesh Hospitals in 1988. In support of the growing patients' needs of the coastal Andhra Pradesh region, Ramesh Hospitals, emerged as a leading multispecialty, advanced tertiary care chain with 4 N.A.B.H. accredited branches. Our Guntur branch is the first hospital in Andhra Pradesh to earn the coveted accredation of Joint Commision International(JCI), for its quality care and patient safety standards.
Aster DM Healthcare, a leading integrated healthcare service provider in the GCC and India joined hands with Ramesh Hospitals in 2016, and now is known as "Aster Ramesh Hospitals"
Aster Ramesh hospitals are supported by 710 operational beds across Vijayawada, Guntur, and Ongole.
Our 24X7 health care facilities are served by a dedicated team of 80+ full-time Consultants, 100+ junior doctors, and 1200+ medical staff across multiple specialties. We have a broad array of health care options with extended reach across Andhra Pradesh through a network of over 30 Telemedicine and Outreach centers.







Accreditations & Awards
Our awards and accreditations are a testament to our global standards of medical care to our patients.
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FAQ's

Want to find out more about the treatment? The answer to your questions can be found below.


How do we Provide services during Emergency?
  
Emergency Physician, Clinical Cardiologist, Intensivists are present round the clock.



Does Hospital have Home Care Services?
  
Home care sample collections can be done within the city limits of any of the branches located in Vijayawada, Ongole, Eluru and Guntur.



What if single parent is at home, can you provide accommodation?
  
At this point yes, upon a payment attendant room can be provided.




What if we need ambulance to send the Patient?
  
As per availability of Ambulance service will be provided.



How do I know patient care is transparent?
  
All our hospitals are accredited with national accreditation, GUNTUR hospital has JCI (International Accreditation) which maintains quality.












Flexibility in your hands for all your health needs
Personalized Medical Assistant for all your healthcare needs.
"Call RAMESH App” helps you to get treated from well experienced doctors at any time of the day, wherever you are.
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